
Polam Hall School: Age Related Expectations  
YEAR:     7                    SUBJECT:       French             

 

Core Knowledge 

Basic introductions and greetings 
Numbers, days and months 
Personal  details 
Likes and dislikes 
School subjects 
Telling the time in French 
Free time 
Home and local area, what there is 
Going on holiday 
 

Core Skills 

avoir and être 
regular –er verbs 
adjectival agreement 
question formation 
giving opinions (using aimer + infinitive) and reasons 
partitive article 
faire and aller 
il y a /il n’y a pas de 
vouloir/pouvoir modal verbs (je and on forms) 
à + definite article  
singular forms of reflexive verbs 
near future tense using aller + infinitive 
je voudrais + infinitive 
 

LEVEL DESCRIPTOR 

 
GREATER DEPTH 
 
 

Show understanding of main points and opinions with reasons from a conversation using a range of familiar 
vocabulary, short phrases and common verbs in the present tense 
Transcribe short phrases. 
Ask and answer a range of simple questions. Take part in a range of brief dialogues, using short phrases referring to 
the present and future. Exchange opinions and give reasons. Describe and give information in short dialogues. 
Show understanding of main points and opinions with reasons in texts using a range of familiar vocabulary, short 
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phrases and common verbs in the present tense. 
Translate longer sentences into English, showing awareness of grammar learned. 
Translate familiar short phrases into French. 
Write a paragraph on a range of familiar topics without support, expressing opinions and giving reasons. 

 
CONFIDENT 
 
 

Show understanding of main points and opinions from a conversation using a range of familiar vocabulary, short 
phrases and common verbs in the present tense.  
Transcribe familiar short phrases. 
Ask and answer a range of simple questions. Take part in a range of brief dialogues, using short phrases referring to 
the present. Exchange opinions. Describe and give information in short dialogues using familiar vocabulary and 
common grammatical structures. 
Show understanding of main points and opinions in short texts using a range of familiar vocabulary, short phrases 
and common verbs in the present tense.  
Translate short sentences into English, showing awareness of grammar learned. 
Write a paragraph to give information and express simple opinions.  

 
EXPECTED 
 
 

Understand the main points and opinions from sentences using familiar vocabulary spoken clearly 
-Transcribe familiar words 
Ask and answer simple questions 
- Exchange simple opinions 
- Take part in brief conversations using the present tense 
Show understanding of main points and opinions in a paragraph using familiar language 
Translate short simple sentences from French into English, showing awareness of grammar learned so far (e.g. le/la, 
mon/ma/mes) 
- Translate familiar words from English into French 
Write several short sentences with support to give information and express simple opinions using the present tense of 
frequently used  verbs 

 
WORKING 
TOWARDS 
 
 

Understand a range of familiar phrases and opinions spoken clearly 
- Answer simple questions 
- Give basic information and opinions using familiar vocabulary 
- Begin to show awareness of sound patterns 
Show understanding of range of familiar phrases and opinions 
- Match sound to print by reading aloud words and phrases 
Translate familiar short phrases from French into English 
Write a few short sentences with support giving basic information and using the present tense of frequently used 
verbs 
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- Write some familiar words from memory 

 
BEGINNING 
 
 

Understand familiar words and phrases 
Repeat words and unfamiliar sounds accurately 
Show understanding of familiar written words and phrases.  
- Read familiar words and phrases aloud 
Translate familiar words from French into English 
Write or copy simple words correctly 
- Label items 
- Complete short phrases or sentences 


